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Abstract

Face images are very important in human social activities, which can be severely hampered when they are corrupted by occluders such as eyeglasses, face marks, and scarfs. Existing methods for removing occlusions in face images can be grouped into three broad categories, namely PCA, robust PCA (RPCA), and sparse coding. The major weaknesses of these methods are inconsistent performance across test conditions and possible corruption of unoccluded part of the recovered target image. This paper presents variable-threshold RPCA (VRPCA) method based on RPCA with variable thresholding. Comprehensive tests show that VRPCA is able to preserve the unoccluded parts of the target image with practically zero error. Compared to existing methods, it is more accurate, reliable, and consistent across various test conditions.

1. Introduction

Face images are very important in human social activities including security, surveillance, biometric identification, criminal and forensic investigation, etc. These activities are severely hampered when face images are corrupted by occluders such as eyeglasses, face masks, and scarfs. Although there are algorithms for recognizing occluded faces, unoccluded face images of victims and suspects are still needed for investigation, monitoring, and communication to the public. In fact, many occluded face recognition methods directly or indirectly recover unoccluded faces during the recognition process.

Existing methods capable of removing occlusions in face images can be grouped into three broad categories: principal component analysis (PCA), robust PCA (RPCA), and sparse coding. PCA methods map the unoccluded parts of an occluded target image into an eigenspace constructed from unoccluded training images, and use the PCA coefficients to generate the unoccluded target image. RPCA methods decompose a data matrix containing unoccluded training images and an occluded target image into a low-rank matrix containing unoccluded training and target images and a sparse error matrix containing noise and occluders. Sparse coding methods model a face image as a weighted sum of unoccluded training images with sparse weights. Given an occluded target image, they compute the sparse weights that classify the target image. The weights can be used to generate an unoccluded image of the target.

There are two major shortcomings in these existing methods: (1) Their performance are not consistent across test conditions, and (2) the unoccluded parts of the target images can be changed by the algorithms, resulting in unintended corruption to the unoccluded parts.

This paper presents variable-threshold RPCA (VRPCA) method for removing occlusions in a target face image. VRPCA differs from RPCA in the use of soft thresholding or shrinkage operator. Whereas RPCA applies the same soft threshold to the entire image, VRPCA applies different soft thresholds to the occluded and unoccluded part. Comprehensive tests show that VRPCA can preserve the unoccluded parts of the target image with practically zero error. Compared to existing methods, it is more accurate, reliable, and consistent across various test conditions.

This paper focuses on the removal of occlusions in face images, and it studies the various occluder characteristics such as intensity, size, shape, and location that can affect the performance of occlusion removal algorithms. The issue of automatic occlusion detection will be addressed in a separate paper.

2. Related Work

Existing methods capable of removing occlusions in face images can be grouped into three broad categories: PCA, robust PCA, and sparse coding. PCA methods first construct a face eigenspace using unoccluded training images. Given an occluded image, they compute the unoccluded image as the sum of the eigenvectors weighted by linear coefficients, which can be computed in a variety of ways. For example, [28] uses the coefficients computed from projecting
the unoccluded part of the target image into the eigenspace. In contrast, [10, 11, 14, 24, 29] apply linear least-squares to compute the coefficients, whereas [25] applies iteratively reweighted least-squares, and [26] iteratively updates the weights that blend a mean image and the generated image. Instead of applying standard PCA, [30] applies incremental PCA whereas [19, 33] apply probabilistic PCA. In addition, [10, 14, 29] apply random sub-sampling of images to improve the robustness of their methods.

PCA methods generate an entire unoccluded image based on computed coefficients. So, they can corrupt the unoccluded part of the target image. To mitigate this problem, [13] and [35] replace only the occluded pixels and image blocks, respectively, of the target image by the most correlated pixels or blocks in the PCA-generated unoccluded image. Correlation between pixels and blocks are computed based on training images. In particular, [35] constructs eigenspaces of image blocks instead of entire face images, which are used to generate unoccluded image blocks. Such local replacement, however, creates apparent discontinuities or seams that need to be removed by blending the replaced pixels and blocks with their surrounding pixels, which leads to corruption of the surrounding pixels. Most of these PCA methods require a single training set of unoccluded face images. In contrast, [25, 26, 33] require training pairs of occluded and unoccluded face images, making these methods restrictive in real applications.

It is well known that PCA methods can be severely affected by large noise amplitude. Robust PCA (RPCA) and sparse coding methods, on the other hand, are more robust towards large noise amplitude. They are developed for machine recognition of occluded faces rather than face deocclusion per se. Nevertheless, many of these methods can recover unoccluded faces from occluded images. [23] applies RPCA method to decompose a data matrix containing unoccluded training images and an occluded target image into a low-rank matrix A that contains unoccluded faces and a sparse matrix E that contains noise and occluders. It solves the matrix decomposition problem by augmented Lagrange multiplier (ALM) method. [31] showed that exact solution of A can be obtained if A is low-rank and E is sparse. Empirical study shows that the rank of face images is around 50, which is not low given, say, 100 training images. Arbitrarily lowering the relative rank by increasing the number of training images may help but will significantly increase computation cost.

Sparse coding methods model a face image as a weighted sum of unoccluded training images with sparse weights. Given a target occluded face image, they compute the sparse weights to classify the subject in the image. The sparse weights can be used to generate an unoccluded image of the target through the weighted sum. Various methods have been proposed for computing the sparse weights. For example, [17, 34] use maximum likelihood estimation whereas [32] applies l1-norm minimization. [6, 12, 16, 18, 22] use ALM to solve combined RPCA and sparse coding problem, whereas [27] uses alternating direction method of multipliers. As these methods are designed for face recognition, they require the presence of the subject in the training images. When the subject in the target image is not present in the training images, these methods produce a weighted sum of faces similar but not identical to the subject.

As for PCA, RPCA and sparse coding methods operate globally on the entire image. So, the unoccluded image that they generate can differ from the unoccluded part of the target image. Applying local replacement of only the occluded part, as for [13, 35], can mitigate this problem. But blending of the replaced pixels with their surrounding pixels in the unoccluded part to remove apparent seams still causes corruption to the surrounding pixels.

Our proposed method may be applied to video background recovery if the foreground area to be removed is known. In contrast, there are existing RPCA methods for video background recovery that do not require prior knowledge of the foreground area. For example, we have previously developed a fixed-rank RPCA method that does not require variable thresholds, and it has been shown to outperform regular low-rank RPCA for video background recovery [15]. Other variations of RPCA, such as RPCA via principal component pursuit, has also been developed for video background recovery [1].

3. Variable-Threshold Robust PCA

Given a data matrix D, robust PCA (RPCA) decomposes D into a low-rank matrix A and a sparse error matrix E by

$$\min_{A, E} \|A\|_* + \lambda \|E\|_1, \text{ subject to } D = A + E,$$

where $\| \cdot \|_*$ denotes the nuclear norm and $\| \cdot \|_1$ denotes the l1-norm. Wright et al. [31] show that A can be exactly recovered if A is sufficiently low-rank and E is sufficiently sparse. This minimization problem can be solved in several ways. In particular, the augmented Lagrange multiplier (ALM) method, which reformulates Eq. 1 into

$$\min_{A, E} \|A\|_* + \lambda \|E\|_1 + \langle Y, D - A - E \rangle + \mu \frac{1}{2} \|D - A - E\|_2^2,$$

has been shown to be among the most efficient and accurate methods [20], and is widely used as discussed in Section 2. In Eq. 2, Y contains the Lagrange multipliers, $\langle U, V \rangle$ is the sum of the product of corresponding elements in U and V, and $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are positive parameters.

An important operator used in various implementations of RPCA, such as iterative thresholding, augmented Lagrange multipliers and principal component pursuit, is the...
soft thresholding or shrinkage operator [4, 20]:

\[
T_\varepsilon(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x - \varepsilon}{1 - \varepsilon}, & \text{if } x > \varepsilon, \\
\frac{x + \varepsilon}{1 + \varepsilon}, & \text{if } x < -\varepsilon, \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\] (3)

With this shrinkage operator, [3, 9] show that, for matrix M with SVD USV\(^T\),

\[
U T_\varepsilon(S)V^T = \arg \min_X \varepsilon \|X\|_1 + \frac{1}{2} \|M - X\|_F^2, \tag{4}
\]

\[
T_\varepsilon(M) = \arg \min_X \varepsilon \|X\|_1 + \frac{1}{2} \|M - X\|_F^2. \tag{5}
\]

Then, comparing Eq. 4 and 5 with Eq. 2 yields

\[
A = U T_\varepsilon(S)V^T, \quad \text{with } USV^T = D - E, \tag{6}
\]

\[
E = T_\varepsilon(D - A). \tag{7}
\]

Therefore, the shrinkage operator provides a means of computing optimal A and E according to Eq. 6 and 7.

For deocclusion of face image, \(D = [T X]\) contains \(n\) unoccluded training face images arranged in columns in \(T\) and an occluded target face image \(x\). So, \(E\) can be split into three parts:

\[
E = \begin{cases} 
T_\varepsilon(D - A), & \text{for training images } T, \\
T_\varepsilon(D - A), & \text{for occluded part of } x, \\
T_\varepsilon(D - A), & \text{for unoccluded part of } x,
\end{cases} \tag{8}
\]

The error of the occluded part of target \(x\) is expected to be larger than that of the unoccluded part. So, the soft threshold for the occluded part \(\varepsilon_o\) should be small whereas that for the unoccluded part \(\varepsilon_u\) should be large. The soft threshold for the training images \(\varepsilon_t\) can take on the default value.

Define an \(m \times (n + 1)\) weight matrix \(W = [w_{ij}]\) with

\[
w_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
w_{ts}, & \text{training images}, \\
w_{os}, & \text{occluded part of target image}, \\
w_{us}, & \text{unoccluded part of target image}.
\end{cases} \tag{9}
\]

Then, applying exact ALM, our proposed variable-threshold RPCA method can be summarized as follows:

**VRPCA**

**Input:** \(D, W\).

1. \(A = 0, E = 0, \lambda > 0, \mu > 0, \rho > 1\).
2. \(Y = \text{sgn}(D) / J(\text{sgn}(D)).\)
3. Repeat until convergence:
   4. Repeat until convergence:
   5. \(U, S, V = \text{SVD}(D - E + Y / \mu).\)
   6. \(A = U T_{1/\mu}(S)V^T.\)
   7. \(E = T_{\lambda/\mu}(W)(D - A + Y / \mu).\)
   8. \(Y = Y + \mu(D - A - E), \quad \mu = \rho \mu.\)

**Output:** \(A, E, Y.\)

In Line 2, \(\text{sgn}(\cdot)\) computes the sign of each matrix element, and \(J(\cdot)\) computes a scaling factor as recommended in [20]:

\[
J(Y) = \max \left(\|X\|_2, \lambda^{-1}\|X\|_\infty\right). \tag{10}
\]

Lines 5 to 7 are derived from Eq. 6 and 8. Line 7 applies a different weight to the soft threshold \(\lambda/\mu\) for different elements of \(D = A + Y / \mu\). For training images, \(w_t = 1\). For the target image, empirical tests show that \(w_o\) and \(w_u\) can be set quite independently (Section 4.2). When \(w_o\) is sufficiently small, the mean-squared error of the recovered image with respect to ground truth for the occluded part is minimized. When \(w_u\) is sufficiently large, the corresponding elements in \(E\) of the unoccluded part are close to zero due to the shrinkage operator, and thus the corresponding elements in \(A\) are practically unchanged. When \(w_o = w_u = 1\), VRPCA reverts to RPCA for matrix recovery via ALM.

In the extreme case with \(w_o = 0\) and \(w_t = w_u \to \infty\), Line 7 becomes

\[
E = \begin{cases} 
D - A + Y / \mu, & \text{occluded target}, \\
0, & \text{unoccluded target,} \\
0, & \text{training.}
\end{cases} \tag{11}
\]

Since the elements in \(E\) of the unoccluded part is 0, the corresponding elements in \(A\) remain unchanged. This variation of VRPCA is equivalent to RPCA for matrix completion via ALM [20]. Matrix completion is the problem of filling in the missing elements of a matrix given the available elements [5, 20]. By regarding the occluded parts of a face image as missing elements, face occlusion removal can be naturally framed as a matrix completion problem.

Various kinds of matrix completion algorithm have been proposed for solving computer vision problems. For example, [21] applies matrix factorization to depth map enhancement, [37] applies fixed point iteration to illumination compensation, and [2] applies fixed point continuation to image classification. [36] is related to our method, but it applies ALM to decompose images into three parts: common part, low-rank part, and sparse error part. It is actually more similar to matrix recovery than matrix completion as defined in [5, 20]. To our best knowledge, matrix completion has not been applied to face image deocclusion and face recognition. Thus, it is good that VRPCA includes RPCA for matrix completion as a special case.

An alternative to VRPCA is to apply \(w_t, w_o\) and \(w_u\) as weights to the elements of \(E\) instead of applying different soft thresholds. This method is less desirable because error scaling does not necessarily minimize Eq. 5. For error scaling to work, the elements of \(E\) corresponding to the occluded part has to be scaled to 0 while those of the unoccluded part and training images are scaled by 1 (i.e., unchanged), which is the same as VRPCA2 (Eq. 11).
VRPCA, as for other RPCA methods, work on the whole data matrix, in this case, the whole image including both the occluded and unoccluded parts. A straightforward alternative is to work on only the occluded part, which would be much more efficient. This alternative, however, has several shortcomings. First, it cannot make use of possible correlations among the occluded and unoccluded parts. The methods of [13] and [35], which generate results only for the occluded pixels and image blocks, also need to look for correlated pixels and blocks in the unoccluded parts of the training images. In VRPCA, consideration of correlated pixels is achieved through the SVD of $D - E$ in Line 5.

Second, local replacement of pixels and blocks, as performed in [13, 35], does not consider global consistency over the entire image. It results in apparent distortions, discontinuities and seams that need to be removed by smoothing or blending with surrounding unoccluded pixels (Section 4). Smoothing and blending cause unintended corruption of unoccluded pixels (Section 4). In VRPCA, the SVD and alternative updating of $A$ and $E$ retains global consistency and remove the need for smoothing and blending.

4. Experiments

4.1. Data Preparation

Face images were prepared for the tests. 120 images, one for a different individual, were randomly selected from CMU Multi-PIE database [8]. 100 of them formed the training set and the other 20 formed the unfamiliar testing set. In addition, 20 individuals in the training set were randomly selected, and for each individual, an image different from the training image was randomly selected from Multi-PIE database to form the familiar testing set. In other words, 2 different images were selected for these 20 individuals, one as training image and the other as familiar testing image. This arrangement allowed for comparing test results of familiar and unfamiliar cases, which could occur in real applications. The face images were resized to 120×100 pixels. Then, they were spatially aligned by thin plate spline method using feature points extracted from the face images by Face++ toolkit [7].

Rectangular occluders were manually placed on each image in the two testing sets to indicate the occluded regions, while the original unoccluded versions served as ground truth. Various occluder characteristics were applied, including 3 shapes (block, vertical bar, and horizontal bar), 5 size ratios, 9 intensity levels (0 to 255 in intervals of 32), and 6 locations (left eye, right eye, nose, left cheek, right cheek, and mouth). The 5 size ratios were measured as the ratio of the occluder’s area over image area, and included 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 (Fig. 1).

In practice, a simple way for a user to manually mark real occluders, such as eyeglasses, scarfs, beards, and face masks, in a target image is to place regularly-shaped blocks over the occlusions. So, the above test conditions are relevant to the removal of real occluders.

4.2. Determination Soft Threshold Weights

VRPCA has three weight parameters for soft thresholding. The weight $w_t$ for training images is set to 1 because training images have no error. The weights $w_o$ and $w_u$ for the occluded and unoccluded parts, respectively, should be set appropriately. To determine the best weight values, a test was performed on VRPCA with varying weight values under the test condition of medium-sized black occluder in the middle of the image (Fig. 1(1a)).

Table 1 shows that with sufficiently large $w_u$ and sufficiently small $w_o$, their actual values do not affect VRPCA’s error significantly. In particular, when $w_u \geq 10$, the error of the unoccluded parts is practically zero for a wide range of values of $w_o$. The error of the occluded parts attains the smallest value when $w_o$ is close to but larger than 0. So, we set $w_o = 0.0001$ and $w_u = 10$ for subsequent tests.

4.3. Test Procedure

Six algorithms, covering the main categories of methods for face deocclusion, namely RPCA, PCA, and sparse coding, were tested:

- VRPCA: our proposed variable-threshold RPCA.
- VRPCA2: variation of VRPCA that is equivalent to RPCA for matrix completion of [20].
- FW-PCA: fast weighted PCA of [10].
- BC: block PCA with block correlation of [35].
- RSC: robust sparse coding of [34].

For VRPCA, VRPCA2 and RPCA, the parameters $\rho$ and initial $\mu$ were set to the default values of 6 and 0.5/$\sigma_1$, where $\sigma_1$ is the largest singular value of the initial $Y$. The parameter $\lambda$ was set to the theoretical optimum of $1/\sqrt{\max(m, n)}$ [4]. For the other methods, their parameter values were set according to recommendation.

In each test case, each algorithm was executed with all the unoccluded training images and an occluded testing image to produce a recovered unoccluded image. Mean-squared errors (MSE) between the recovered images and their ground truth were computed and averaged over all testing images. Mean-squared errors for the occluded parts and unoccluded parts were computed separately.

4.4. Results and Discussions

First, let us examine the effect of varying occluder intensity on the occluded parts of the test images (Fig. 2(a), top row). The errors of VRPCA, VRPCA2, FW-PCA, and BC
Figure 1. Occluders vary in (1a–c) shape, (1d–l) intensity, (2a–f) location, and (2g–k) size ratio.

Table 1. Effect of weights of soft thresholds on VRPCA’s error (MSE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>w_1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.0001</th>
<th>0.001</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>74.36</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>11.17</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>74.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>131.38</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>75.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>131.38</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>75.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>131.38</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>75.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>131.38</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>75.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>131.38</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>75.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>w_2</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.0001</th>
<th>0.001</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.91</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are independent of occluder intensity for both familiar and unfamiliar images. Among them, VRPCA and VRPCA2 attain the smallest error whereas BC has the largest error. The errors of RSC and RPCA are affected by occluder intensity. For very high or very low occluder intensity, which are sufficiently different from the intensity of the facial features in the image, RSC can attain small error comparable to those of VRPCA and VRPCA2. On the other hand, for mid-range occluder intensity which is similar to facial intensity, the error of RSC can be very large even for familiar faces. RPCA’s error is among the largest for small occluder intensity and approaches the error rate of FW-PCA for large occluder intensity.

For the unoccluded parts, VRPCA and VRPCA2 have practically zero error due to the high threshold of unoccluded parts. BC has the second lowest error because it does not change the unoccluded part, except for the pixels that are blended with the replaced blocks. On the other hand, RSC, FW-PCA, and RPCA have large errors for the unoccluded parts because they replace the pixels in the entire images. The intensity effect on RSC for the unoccluded part is similar to that for the occluded part.

Occluder size has varying effects on the tested algorithms. For the occluded parts, VRPCA, VRPCA2, and RSC are least affected and they attain the lowest errors. Surprisingly, FW-PCA has large error on the familiar images that unfamiliar images, and RPCA is severely affected by occluder size. For the unoccluded parts, VRPCA and VRPCA attain practically zero error while BC has very small error. On the other hand, RSC, FW-PCA, and RPCA have large errors for the unoccluded parts. The algorithms’ errors on the unoccluded parts under varying occluder size are consistent with those under varying occluder intensity.

With regard to the effect of occluder location, for the occluded parts, all methods have larger errors at the left and right eyes than at the other areas (Fig. 3(a)). VRPCA, VRPCA2, and RSC attain the smallest errors, whereas BC and RPCA have the largest errors. For the unoccluded parts, VRPCA and VRPCA2 attain practically zero error, while BC attains the second smallest error, and the other methods have large errors. These results are consistent for both familiar and unfamiliar images. Test results on the effect of occluder shape are similar to those of occluder location.

Figure 4 shows sample test results for the unfamiliar test set. The images recovered by VRPCA and VRPCA2 are the most similar to the ground truth, whereas those recovered by RSC and FW-PCA look more like smoothed versions of the ground truth. Moreover, when occluder intensity similar to facial intensity, RSC’s result has large error (Fig. 4(row 2, e2)). The results of BC and RPCA have clearly visible distortions. In particular, the distortions of BC’s results are due to local replacement of occluded blocks.

In summary, VRPCA and VRPCA2 have the most accurate and consistent performance across various test conditions because the different soft thresholds for the occluded and unoccluded parts allow the methods to keep the unoccluded part practically unchanged while recovery accurate pixel values for the occluded part. Moreover, they optimize over the whole target image, and thus produce an unoccluded image that is globally consistent over the whole image. They consistently attain the smallest errors compared to other methods, and have practically no error for the unoccluded parts because they can preserve the unoccluded parts. RSC is strongly affected by occluder intensity.
because it has difficulty distinguishing mid-tone occluders and facial features. When the occluder intensity is very different from the facial intensity, RSC can attain good results. However, its error of the unoccluded part is large because it cannot preserve the unoccluded parts. FW-PCA has moderately large error because PCA is not robust to large amplitude noise. BC can also preserve the unoccluded parts but its error is large for the occluded parts because the blocks are replaced independently without regard to consistency within the entire face image. In other words, the selected blocks may be locally optimal within each block but not globally optimal in the entire image. RPCA has among the largest errors because it corresponds to a version of VR-PCA whose soft thresholds are 1 for both the occluded and unoccluded parts, which are inappropriate soft thresholds.
5. Conclusion

This paper presented a variable-threshold RPCA (VRPCA) method for removing occlusions in face images. VRPCA is based on RPCA via ALM, which decomposes a data matrix containing unoccluded training images and an occluded target image into a low-rank matrix that contains only unoccluded images and a sparse error matrix that contains noise and occluders. It offers two variations with different soft thresholds for the training images and the occluded and unoccluded parts of the target image. Comprehensive tests show that both variations are consistently more accurate than existing methods across various test conditions. Their accuracies are unaffected by occluder intensity and minimally affected by occluder size and shape. Moreover, unlike existing methods, they can preserve the uncocluded part of the target image with practically zero error. The variable soft thresholds also provide additional constraints that allow VRPCA to perform well even when the data matrix is not exactly low-rank.
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